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Abstract: Nicola Guarino has coined the phrase ontology driven information
systems. This phrase appears to offer ontology based help and guidance for
information systems development. In this paper we try to understand better
whether, why and where ontology affects information systems. We briefly discuss
what kind of help we would appreciate and identify domains of knowledge in
information systems development that according to our point of view could benefit
from such help. We briefly discuss the following five domains: universes of
discourse, information systems resources, information space use, customers, and
human inference making.

1. Introduction

Ontology has turned into a buzzword. Apart from fashion there are reasons to deal with
ontology from an information system (IS) perspective. In the present paper we explore
some of the respective issues. Unfortunately apart from [Gu98] and [Zu01] we are not
aware of related work. Our methodological assumption is that we need to explicate the
concepts involved in our study, i.e. information system, ontology and model. However,
we do not explicitly discuss whether the quality aspects (see for them, e.g. [Po01]) of
explications are met in our discussion since we believe that the concepts we are dealing
with are highly debatably and subjective preferences severely impact respective choices.

Paper outline: We first, in section 2, present our conceptual model of IS, then in section
3 we discuss ontologies, introduce models and modeling and show how ontologies can
be understood as particular kind of models. In section 4 we discuss the kind of help from
ontology we would appreciate. We proceed in section 5 with a discussion of five
domains with respect to which we believe such help would be important. We conclude
the paper with a resume and the references.

                                                
1 We thank Nicola Guarino and his team for a discussion of an earlier version of this paper.
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2. A conceptual model of information systems

According to [H*95] representatives of the Scandinavian school of information systems
(IS) and Langefors in particular defined the artefact part2 (AP) of an IS from a functional
perspective as technically implemented media for recording, storing, disseminating
linguistic expressions and deriving linguistic expressions from these. Given an IS then
its AP is assumed to interact with customers to whom it, in the best case, replies to their
inquiries what they want. This interaction can be perceived as a communication, i.e., an
exchange of messages. For more detail on communication theory see, e.g. [CS98].
Hirschheim et al in [H*95] additional to the functional perspective definition mention a
structural perspective definition of IS due to Davis and Olsen. According to this
definition an IS serves the purpose of individuals in an organization. The purpose is to
more efficient and effective do everyday business, solve problems, and manage the
organization. The AP of an IS thus helps individuals to be informed about the respective
organization. The use an individual makes of the AP of an IS in the widest sense can be
characterized as asking questions about the organization and getting answers generated
by the AP.

It is thus reasonable to understand the artefact as an intermediator between a customer
and an expert. Perceived in this way, information systems are communication systems
(see [CS98]). They help exploiting knowledge or abilities of experts. This exploitation,
to be optimal with respect to economics, requires several users concurrently benefiting
from the experts knowledge or abilities. Therefore the respective knowledge or ability
has to be somehow drawn away from the expert. It must be presented in a form in which
it easily allows users concurrently and sharing it all the time. Often this can be achieved
by modelling a particular universe of discourse (UoD). This model both conserves and
helps to operationalize the expert’s knowledge and abilities. (In general most likely only
a rather small ratio of these we guess.)

We use the information space metaphor (derived from [M*85] et al.) to support
reasoning about IS. According to this metaphor an IS creates an information space.
Customers are invited to interact with the space. It is a set of locations to which
information objects are attached. Several of these locations are connected by links.
Customer interaction with the information space consists of entering or leaving it,
positioning at a location, interacting with an information object, or traversing inter-
location links.

Information objects can be understood as units comprising data as well as operations that
can operate on these data. The operations allow to access, filter, project, order, re-shape,
create, delete, and import as well as export data and to apply particular business
functions on these. For computer supported IS we argue that according to the von
Neumann principle of computer architecture the distinction between data and operations
is not an ontological, but a pragmatic one. Consequently data may be perceived as
operation and vice versa. Data as well as operations may be of a primary concern to
customers because these need to know the data or process them. Data and operations
                                                
2 This in supposed to be the technology around the linguistic expressions stored within the IS.
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additionally might be of a secondary concern for users in that they respectively index
data or operations. As a generalizing notion for data, operations, and terms built of
operations and data we use the term linguistic expression. More generally, linguistic
expressions are considered to be composite signs. They thus are introduced by and
underlie convention. See [Gr01] for more detail on signs. Composite signs are generated
out of atomic signs according to a set of composition rules, i.e. a grammar. Signs are
usually understood such that using a sign is inherently combined with a reference to
something apart from them. Properly built and introduced linguistic expressions thus can
be used to refer to something. Below we discuss and classify ways of referring to
something with linguistic expressions maintained by AP.

The information space metaphor implies a usage model for IS in which customers
interaction with the respective AP consists in shipping, processing and receiving
linguistic expressions. As is well known (IPO model) AP processes a linguistic
expression L shipped to it by a customer in three steps listed below in the order of their
execution:

• Transform L into a processable form L`, and
• Obtain a result R matching L` in an optimum way, and
• Transform R in a user-friendly form and ship it to the user.

Achieving the optimality of the result R as well as the form in which R has to be
transformed prior to shipping it to the customer implies that AP must have incorporated
a representation of a customer model. It may be the case that this model neither is
explicitly specified nor differentiates customers from each other.

Looking at IS as systems mediating a user-expert communication from an economical
point of view suggests the metaphor of resource management system to characterize an
aspect of IS. Resources other than linguistic expressions can be classified according to
their capacity to:

• store,
• create, delete, and modify, or
• transport linguistic expressions.

However, concerning these resources IS users in general only have the choice to use
them or not, but not to modify them. Rather than all of them in the sequel we only focus
on the linguistic expressions. We are going to introduce classes of linguistic expressions
that are of particular importance for using IS.

3. A conceptual model of ontologies

Originally ontology was a branch of philosophy dealing with and stating that what exists.
For more information about philosophical ontology see, e.g. [RM98]. We believe that
humans never can be sure about that what exists independently and outside their mind.
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Knowledge about that what exists – as we believe – can only be acquired by experience,
which involves perception. Perception in turn is not ‘objective’. Evidence for this, e.g. is
given by the discussion of perception in [Ma02] as process of conceptualising sense
irritation that involves previously acquired knowledge as well as the discussion of
perceptual categorization in [ET01] as a perception carving up the signals recognized
from sense irritation into categories that are useful for us and thus depend on what we
are. Humans thus can generate ideas about the world but never can know whether these
are true. Consequently, in a restricted sense, we understand that ontology is about
theories on conceptually constituting world parts. Concerning the reception of ontologies
for information systems see, e.g. [Zu01].

According to [Gu98] ontologies are classified as either being:

• Top-level ontologies, describing general concepts like space, time, matter, object,
event, action, etc. that are independent of a particular domain, or

• Domain ontologies or task ontologies, describing the terminology related to a
generic domain (e.g. medicine, automobiles) or a generic task or activity
(diagnosing, selling), or

• Application ontologies, describing concepts depending both on a particular domain
and task, which are often specializations of domain- or task ontologies.

An example for a top-level ontology is given by [So00, p. 72]. Domain or task
ontologies as well as application ontologies are what information systems development
methods usually recommend (depending on the actual development task) the developers
to work out. These then usually are used in the role of the expert model mentioned
above. As is well known in information systems development models and the method or
procedure of obtaining them in general differ from each other. Ontology papers (see, e.g.
[Gu98] and [Zu01]) have discussed this distinction using the terms conceptualisation and
specification (of it). From our point of view the relationship between ontologies and
models is not an accidental one. We believe that ontologies are particular models, a point
of view shared by Guarino, [Gu98].

Our favourite theory of modelling is due to Stachowiak. We use [St92], [St83], and
[St73] as definitive sources concerning his theory. According to Stachowiak a model S
(substitute) always is related (by the modeller I) to something apart from it, its original T
(thing). We call this relationship M(T,S,I) model relationship. In line with our point of
view indicated above concerning the limitations of human thinking, knowledge, and
communication we presuppose S and T to be sets of linguistic expressions. We thus do
not suppose that human thinking directly refers to real world things but that only our
practical, physical activity interacts with them. M(T,S,I) is supposed to have a truncation
property and a pragmatic property. The truncation property implies that the model in
general lacks some of the expressions belonging to the original. (This gives rise to
abstraction.) Connected with this property is what we call the plenty property implying
that in general models contain expressions not contained in the original. The use one can
make from the model in general depends on both of these properties. The pragmatic
property implies that the model is valid for modelling only with respect to particular
modelling individuals, purpose, applied techniques and tools, and period of time etc.
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Presupposing an individual I and a modelling relationship M(T,S,I) modelling can be
understood as producing, maintaining and using models. More specifically according to
Stachowiak modelling implies temporarily and for a particular purpose and occasion
substituting the thing T by the substitute S. The following multi-step procedure (that
might be iterated) makes up modelling:

• Identifying a problem PT in terms of T that shall be solved.
• Transforming PT into a problem PS in terms of S.
• Obtaining a solution RS of PS.
• Transforming RS into a solution RT of PT in terms of T.

The mentioned transformation steps according to Stachowiak are supposed to be carried
out based on functions F:T→S, and F*:S→T. In case the solution RT obtained in the end
helps to solve the problem PT one tends to believe that the modelling process was
successful and that finding the particular solution to a large extent was consequence of
performing the modelling steps mentioned above. In case the solution obtained is not
satisfactory then one tends to think that either better modelling should take place, and
then the multi-step procedure is applied again, or that modelling is not helpful in the
particular case of problem solving.

In information systems development models occur that differ from each other in the way
original and model are referred to each other by means of the model relationship. The
respective modes of reference in IS development are known as descriptive mode and
prescriptive mode. The difference between them can be paraphrased as the difference
between the utterances 'it is so!' and 'so shall it be!'. In contrast to this ontologies might
be ascribed a constitutive mode of reference. The original being substituted by its
original characterizes this reference mode. Wieringa in [Wi90] used the concept of
‘direction of fit’ to distinguish from each other descriptive and prescriptive mode of
reference. According to Wieringa, in case the relationship between model and original is
considered not to be satisfactory respectively the model and the original have to be
changed to yield a satisfactory relationship. Since the model replaces the original in case
of constitutive mode of reference ‘direction of fit’ does not apply to it showing that this
mode of reference is different than the other two modes.

It is stated in [Zu01] that ontologies need to be formal. We do not share this point of
view. For us the formality of the language in which the model is specified gives rise to a
quality aspect of the model. We believe that the quality concept employed in assessing
the quality of a thing (compare for this the ISO definition of quality in [ISOQ]) should
depend on the thing’s purpose. There can be identified some purposes for which
formalization is a key factor such as agent communication on the Web as anticipated by
[B*01]. For other purposes of ontologies, however, formalization might not be
beneficial. When, e.g. we want to discuss with the customer the ontology worked out in
course of an information system development project then due to his or her inability to
deal with formalized languages formal formulation of the ontology might not be
beneficial. Concerning this point we agree with the discussion in [Gu98], according to
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which an ontology might be specified in a variety of languages some of which might be
formal while others might be not and even might be natural languages3.

For an explication of the term formal language we refer to the table in Table 1 The
classification of languages in it according to [Or97] is due to Gethmann. In this table a
‘+’ and a ‘-‘ respectively indicate independency or dependency of speaker or topic.
Consequently, according to this classification a formal language is a language that is
independent of the speaker using it and the topic the speaker is talking about. In that
sense formal languages are shared generic languages.

Speaker
+ -

+ Private
language

Technical
languageTopic

- Natural
language

Formal
language

Table 1: Languages classified after Gethmann

4. The kind of help asked for

Since the domains we are going to discuss below need to be worked out, i.e., instantiated
in a concrete information systems development project it would be nice to have a generic
domain specification and a list of instantiation procedures at hand together with a rule
system governing the use of these procedures. These rules should depend on the system
requirements and the business area affected. The specifications and the instantiation
procedures could be grouped according to business areas if area specific specifications or
procedures could be given. It furthermore would be convenient to have rules available
that help to maintain the (conceptual) domain in case of changes. As is well known, in
enterprises such changes occur frequently due to mergers, changed legislation or market
conditions or similar. Rules on how to adapt a domain specification while its quality
level is guaranteed would be nice to have. First attempts to this can be seen in the design
primitive approach (compare, e.g. [B*92], [BP98] and [Th00]). Clearly, also facilities to
automatically derive parts of system implementations would be helpful.

The artefact part AP of an information system IS shall give satisfactory answers to
specified inquiries. These answers need to be given fast and AP often is required to be
scalable. Important facets of scalability are:

• Significantly increased numbers of customers interacting with the AP shall only
tolerably increase response time to individual inquiries.

• Significantly increased amount of data managed by the AP shall only tolerably
increase response time to individual inquiries.

                                                
3 Employing non-formal languages might make it hard to figure out what the model actually is.
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• Both of the above with respect to throughput instead of response time.

Can work on ontologies help in incorporating properties like scalability into the
representation of expert models, i.e., domain models? Can they help in targeting the
required response time or throughput? The last question appears to be of particular
interest because of well known methods to impact these quality aspects of information
systems rely on introduction of redundancy in the expert model and considering the trade
off between additional maintenance effort and cost, and reduced response time and
increased throughput. For a discussion of such issues see, e.g. [B*92]. (For a definition
of redundancy in the context of communication theory refer, e.g. to [CS98].) Axiom
systems may contain redundancy, see, e.g. [E*92]. However, Mathematics and Logic
usually don’t deal with redundancy in the sense of how to incorporate it in into a
particular model, what purpose it could be used for, and how to deal with the mentioned
trade offs.

Patterns since about one decade are considered to be a valuable tool of analysis (, see,
e.g. [Fo97]) and design (, see e.g. [B*96]). What concepts of pattern could be defined
and usefully applied to ontologies? What pattern taxonomy could be formulated for
ontologies in general? How could these patterns be employed for the development of
information systems?

5. Domains ontology support is asked for

We identify a number of domains that are important for IS development or use.
Referring to Guarino’s taxonomy of ontologies above they are domain or task
ontologies. Results about or experiences with such ontologies could help dealing with
these domains. In the sequel we briefly discuss the domains that according to our
knowledge play a role in IS development. The point here is not to give latest or deepest
knowledge about the respective domain but just to outline it such that readers aware of
IS issues can understand it. We hope that ontology aware or specialized readers will
reply to it and point out results, methods, and references that in the sense discussed
above can help in dealing with our domains.

5.1 Domain 1: UoDs

The IS artefact takes linguistic expressions from customers and ships such expressions to
them. Consequently a language being the base of the expression exchange is needed that
is understood by the users. This language may be a technical language. Its vocabulary as
well as its syntactical rules up to some degree can be derived from the model of the
universe of discourse the information system is about. It thus for IS development would
be very convenient to have some kind of tool set for suitable UoD constitution. The
method of Abbot still is in use: Experts somehow are made contributing to the creation
of texts specifying the required UoDs and then the text is read against a semantic model.
For full detail of the method refer to [Ab83]. Here we understand a semantic model as a
set of modelling notions and abstraction concepts. See [Ka01] for more detail on these.
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Reading a text against a semantic model means firstly, classifying text parts, in particular
words, as instances of modelling notions or abstraction concepts, and secondly applying
the definitions of these modelling notions and abstraction concepts as prescriptive model
of the text part dealt with. This sometimes allows to identify text weaknesses and to
better understand or enhance it by answers to questions asked to the experts. Popular
semantic models for this purpose are the ER-model ([Ch76]), the relational model
([C70], [C79]), semantic nets such as conceptual graphs (, see, e.g. [So00]), and object
models (, see, e.g. [ST93]).

5.2 Domain 2: Resources

The linguistic expressions managed by IS above were said to be the resource of the very
IS. Identification of resources affects IS development. Some resources even might give
IS completely new characteristics as is the case with inter space transitions, i.e.
transitions taking a customer from a location in one space to a location in another space
(the links in the Web). Dealt with them properly introduces Web IS as opposed to IS.
Furthermore system development shall support that customer behaviour that fits to the
system purpose and shall make it difficult for customers to use the system in a way
contradicting the system's purpose. We have identified three dimensions of resource
classification. The respective dimensions are:

• Focus, i.e., the customer refers to the UoD in its totality or only to a part of it,
giving rise to the values 'global' and 'local' of the focus.

• Modus, i.e., the customer refers to the UoD with respect to a particular state of
affairs or with respect to transitions of such states. This gives rise to the values
'static' and 'dynamic' of the modus.

• Kind, i.e., the customer refers to something because of his interest in it or because
of its relation to something else. This gives raise to the values 'self contained' and
'referential'.

Identifying these dimensions of referring to something and their scale values leads to
resources as classified according to Table 2.

Resource Focus Modus Kind
Data Global Static Self contained

Schema Global Static Referential
Operation Global Dynamic Self contained

Inter space transition Global Dynamic Referential
Data subset Local Static Self contained

View Local Static Referential
Dialogue Local Dynamic Self contained

Intra space transition Local Dynamic Referential

Table 2: Resources of information systems classified

The idea to classify IS resources like this was derived from Thalheim's co-design
approach, see [Th00], and extended by the 'kind' dimension. However, Thalheim appears
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not to mention the idea of resource. In his abstraction layer model he mentions 'data',
'view', 'operation', and 'dialogue' as aspects of IS that have to be observed throughout IS
development. In our terminology he proposes to have in mind all the time throughout IS
development all the resources and design the IS such that an optimum resource
management can take place.

5.3 Domain 3: Information space use

Customers can enter and leave the information space; they can import and export data, as
well as relocate in space and invoke offered functionality on available data. The
following areas of customer activity need developers care to enable the IS aiding
customers in these areas:

• Identifying, i.e., identifying data and operations being required to perform the
actual task as well as the locations in space at which they are accessible to the
customer. This might involve using a help functionality, or using personal data or
functionality introduced into the IS as additional usage aid (personalization).

• Locating, i.e., determining the locations at which identified data and operations are
situated.

• Navigating, i.e., proceeding from a given location to a target location. This might
include using space exploration means as well as asking for proceeding related
suggestions or simply following a more or less likely path through the space to
explore it and get familiar with it and the way to use it.

• Processing, i.e., applying operations to data both of which are offered by the AP of
the IS.

• Handling, i.e., using the IS efficiently to meet the respective goals. This might
include using the help functionality or documentation or similar.

5.4 Domain 4: Customers

The IS artefact AP needs to have incorporated a representation of a customer model. It
thus is reasonable to care for what customers actually exist. Customer profiling is a
technique used to support the task of personalization of the IS interface or the whole
application. Customer profiling consists in identifying customer types and allocating to
each type a profile, i.e. a tuple of dimensions. To each dimension there is then associated
a scale, i.e., a totally ordered set. [S*02] has proposed to construct customer types such
that in the space of all user dimensions equipped with the scales they give rise to a
convex region. Customer types can be identified by means of the method of Abbot
applied to a text describing the customers of the system as anticipated by the system
inventors or by the marketing, sales or human resources people of the company running
the IS. These here would function as experts of the domain of system users.
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5.5 Domain 5: Human inference making

We like to conceptualise human inference making by presupposing that it is essentially
determined by main questions as follows:

1. What exists? I.e., what makes up the actual problem and its context?
2. What should I do? I.e., what is a solution to the problem at hand? In particular, what
is a good solution to the problem? Connected to this, once a solution has been chosen,
which solution plan should be implemented? The latter question then asks for the
individual solution steps and their relative order.
3. What can we know? I.e., which transitions from already obtained statements about to
new ones can be justified?

In an attempt to use traditional philosophical terminology we refer to the theories
respectively giving answers to the questions listed above as: ontology, ethics, and
epistemology. (Concerning these latter notions, see also [RM98].) The interesting point
now is that one is free to choose a triplet (O,T,E), i.e. a particular ontology O, ethics T,
and epistemology E. Since one is free in this choice one can try to make a reasonable
choice. It might be the case that with respect to a purpose P1 the triplet (O1,T1,E1) is the
first choice. However, with respect to a purpose P2 this triplet might not be preferable.

Though we believe that a choice can be made there are dependencies to be observed. If,
e.g. the ontology states that security risks exist in the domain the epistemology, however,
does not permit obtaining knowledge about them then these two components of the
triplet mentioned above may be not well chosen. If then furthermore the ethics
recommends removing security risks then a real problem exists with the particular choice
of ontology, ethics and epistemology.

6. Resume

This paper started with the presentation of a simple conceptual model of IS. We then
proceeded with our view on ontology. Then we cited a taxonomy of ontologies from the
literature. We explained our preferred theory of model and modelling and discussed
ontologies as particular models. We elaborated on the kind of help we would appreciate
be given from the ontology community and finally discussed five domains: resources,
information space use, customers and human inference making. As we believe the IS
community wishes to benefit from the ontology community concerning these domains.
Apart from the last of these it was roughly explained how one in the area of IS tries to
obtain the knowledge required with respect to the domains.
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